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From the 2014 DCC
While ICOM and Yaesu begin to slug it out over who will be dominant in VHF/UHF digital voice (with hams dragging DMR
into the mix from the business band) - all using the AMBE vocoder but incompatible protocols - Bruce Perens K6BP calls
for a more "amateur" tradition - open source - and backs it up with FreeDV and CODEC2, all free and open for anyone to
use. In this talk at the DCC, he admits to having been wrong about AMBE! It's not the black box he's claimed it is. It's public,
and anyone can use it. One catch: you have to be making a P-25 radio, not a D-STAR, C4FM or DMR radio. Or perhaps
keeping yourself anonymous.
Bruce sent this note as soon as the episode went live with this update:
IMPORTANT NOTE: Since this talk, I've found out that I may have been wrong about one aspect of patent law.
DVSI made use of the AMBE codec in commerce before some of their patent applications, potentially
invalidating their own patents. There's one ham and intellectual property expert who feels that due to the date of
first use in commerce, the important patent claims will expire next year! I am still exploring this issue, and may
eventually have to hire a lawyer to deal with it. But things might be better than I thought.
Here is the applicable law, from the US Patent and Trademark Office's Manual of Patent Examining Procedure:
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s2133.html
    2.   Even If the Invention Is Hidden, Inventor Who Puts Machine or Article Embodying the Invention in Public
View Is Barred from Obtaining a Patent as the Invention Is in Public Use
    When the inventor or someone connected to the inventor puts the invention on display or sells it, there is a
“public use” within the meaning of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(b) even though by its very nature an invention is
completely hidden from view as part of a larger machine or article, if the invention is otherwise used in its natural
and intended way and the larger machine or article is accessible to the public. In re Blaisdell, 242 F.2d 779, 783,
113 USPQ 289, 292 (CCPA 1957); Hallv. Macneale, 107 U.S. 90, 96-97 (1882); Ex parteKuklo, 25 USPQ2d
1387, 1390 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1992) (Display of equipment including the structural features of the claimed
invention to visitors of laboratory is public use even though public did not see inner workings of device. The
person to whom the invention is publicly disclosed need not understand the significance and technical
complexities of the invention.)
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AMBE Exposed!
●

Bruce Perens K6BP

●

bruce@perens.com

Congress Avenue Bridge Bats
●

●
●

●

Last night 4 of us went to see the bats emerge
from under the Congress Avenue Bridge at
sundown, around 8 P.M.
It appeared there were several Million of them.
This is the peak season for them, in the Winter
they migrate to Mexico.
It's very much worth seeing if you can get the
time.

The Pieces are Coming Together!
●

●

●

We're getting the pieces together for the future
SDR-based, Open Platform, App-using Amateur
Radio Transceivers.
This talk is about including the legacy AMBEbased digital voice systems in future equipment.
Later today, in my talk about the Algoram Digital
Voice Server, I'll talk about the way we will make
the “App Store” for digital voice work.

Pieces Coming Together (continued)
●

●

Graham will be speaking tomorrow about how
FlexRadio will provide an open platform for
codecs and softmodems within their equipment.
On Sunday, Chris will teach about the rapid
gate-array programming environment he's used
on Whitebox, the radio modem hardware for HT
of the Future.

Motivation
●

●

●

Today we have three commercial digital voice
systems in Amateur Radio: D-STAR, Yaesu
System Fusion, and DMR/MotoTRBO. All use an
AMBE or IMBE codec.
I'm working on the next generation of digital
voice for Amateur Radio.
In that next generation, it would be nice to
support legacy systems, and interoperate with
them.

Exposing AMBE
●

●

To support legacy systems, we to answer some questions
about them:
Do we have sufficient technical knowledge to make Open
Source software for those systems?

●

Can we do so without running into legal issues?

●

Are we limited to supporting them with proprietary software?

●

Are we limited to supporting them with accessory hardware?

●

If patents are the problem, when do they expire?

Review
●

●

We'll start with a very fast primer for those new
to the issue and our television audience.
Those of you who have heard it before, please
bear with me for a few minutes.

CODECs
●

●

●

Digital voice over two way radio uses a
component called a CODEC, which stands for
“COder” / “DECoder”.
A codec changes a voice signal from analog
audio to digital bits, and back.
Two codecs in use on Amateur Radio are
AMBE and Codec2.

AMBE Chip
(photo: DVSI Inc.)

Why a Chip?
●

●

●

The sole purpose of the chip is to protect the
AMBE intellectual property.
The chip is actually a general-purpose DSP,
with the AMBE program loaded and the “read”
and “reprogram” fuses blown so that it can't be
read or altered.
The chip does not add speed to the system to
which it's attached.

As Software
●

Newer ICOM radios are said to incorporate
AMBE as licensed software.

Where is AMBE?
●

●

●

D-STAR and Yaesu System Fusion both use
AMBE, manufactured by Digital Voice Systems
Inc. (DVSI).
APCO Project 25 (P25) uses AMBE or IMBE,
an older version from DVSI.
None of these three systems inter-operate with
each other, even though they use essentially
the same CODEC technology.

Channel Spacing
Mode

Channel Spacing Occupied
Possible (kHz)
Bandwidth
(kHz)

Effective
Can use
Occupied Non-Linear
Bandwidth Amplification

FM

20

15

15

Yes

Yaesu System Fusion 15
AMBE (2-slots, not
multiplexible).

12.5

12.5

Yes

P25 Phase 1 IMBE

15

12.5

12.5

Yes

DMR AMBE (2-slot,
multiplexible).

15

12.5

6.25

Yes

P25 Phase 2 AMBE

15

12.5

6.25

D-STAR AMBE

10

6.5

6.5

Yes

Codec2 + FSK
modem (theoretical)

5

3

3

Yes

1.3

1.3

No

FreeDV (Codec2 +
2
multi-carrier modem).

Range and Battery, Simplified
●

●

●

●

In general, as occupied (not effective)
bandwidth decreases, range per Watt
increases.
Battery efficiency increases as effective
bandwidth decreases.
Non-Linear amplification is more battery
efficient.
All of this is simplification of the math.

History
●

●

The Japanese Amateur Radio League (JARL)
designed D-STAR, working with ICOM, which
created commercial D-STAR products.
JARL chose AMBE for D-STAR.

The Problem
●

●

●

AMBE is a closed system. It's patented,
copyrighted with all rights reserved, their binary
code is protected under trade-secret law, you'll
never see the source.
The whole premise of Amateur Radio is to be an
experimental and educational service, where
everything can be hands-on, and tweaking and
homebrewing are encouraged.
Closed systems aren't really compatible with that.

First Closed System for Amateur
Modulation
●

The selection of AMBE for D-STAR was really
the first closed technology admitted to Amateur
Radio as an essential component for
interoperation.

Why Did JARL Choose a Closed
System?
●

●

At the time, there was no alternative available
to JARL. No CODEC that was good for use with
two-way radio at that data rate existed.
It would have been difficult to convince anyone
at the time that an open codec could be created
easily.

Why Did APCO Choose IMBE and
AMBE?
●

●

●

APCO Project 25 had a different motivation from
Radio Amateurs, but they have their own
definition of openness.
They required publication of the IMBE and AMBE
codec algorithms.
They required that the patents necessary to
practice the technology be made available to
manufacturers of P25 radios on a “Reasonable
and Non-Discriminatory Basis” (RAND).

Reasonable and NonDiscriminatory?
●

●

Standards committees often use the term
“Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory” to refer
to the cost of licensing patents and the terms
that can be allowed in those licenses, but they
don't usually define what that means.
In any case, those terms are only available for
the purpose of producing a P25
implementation, not D-STAR, etc.

Open Source AMBE Decoder
●

●

An Open Source decoder for AMBE, called
“mbelib”, was developed by an un-named group
using information from the APCO 25
specifications and DVSI's patents, and was
released under the BSD license.
Because those folks do not wish to tangle with
DVSI and its attorneys, they remain
anonymous, and identify themselves using a
cryptographic public key.

Codec2
●

●

I have evangelized the fight for open
technology in Amateur Radio at these TAPR /
ARRL Digital Communications Conferences,
and elsewhere, since D-STAR came about.
David Rowe VK5DGR was convinced to create
a new CODEC called Codec2, based on code
he wrote for his 1997 Ph.D. thesis and earlier
work. Codec2 is an open system without patent
or even significant copyright restrictions.

So, Who Would Be Interested in
AMBE?
●

●

●

Codec2 is technically superior. It uses much less
bandwidth than AMBE for the same speech
quality, allowing your signal to go farther and
making it possible to split channels.
However, we have these three historical
systems, P25, D-STAR, and System Fusion,
which use AMBE.
It would be nice to be able to inter-operate with
them on future systems. Not essential, but nice.

Where is AMBE Going in the
Future?
●

To understand what we'll be doing with AMBE,
I'll talk about the future of Amateur Radio.

The New Wave in Amateur
Manufacturers
●

Who is doing the innovative work in Amateur
Radio these days?

●

Elecraft: K3, KX3

●

FlexRadio: SDR transceivers for end-users.

●

SteppIR: CrankIR

●

Insert your favorite example here.

●

It isn't ICOM, Yaesu, or Kenwood.

It Happens Every Generation
●

●

●

When I was a kid, Collins, Drake, and Heathkit
were innovative Amateur Radio manufacturers.
We can not look to the current “Big 3” Amateur
Radio manufacturers to lead with innovative
products. New companies will establish
themselves by doing that.
No surprise that Yaesu made very conservative
decisions in making their digital voice system.

Three Opportunities for The New
Wave of Amateur Manufacturers:
1: Software-Defined Radio
●

●

●

Radio technology is in transition to softwaredefined. Software-defined radio has the
capability of being changed and improved after
it leaves the manufacturer.
The conservative manufacturers only use this
opportunity to distribute updates of their own
software.
The forward-looking ones make open platforms.

2: Apps and Open
●

●

The consumer is used to the app store. They
buy an open platform, and then they get the
software to run on that platform from third
parties.
Open Source and “Makers” have shown that
loosely-organized groups can exceed the
capability of companies, and can manufacture
real products that would not be profitable for
conventional business.

3: The End of Modes
●

●

●

●

Amateur Radio is facing the end of modes.
While voice, text, and video were formerly their own
modulations, these all become just different kinds
of data carried over some form of digital radio.
What formerly were modes will now just be different
bandwidths of digital radio channels. What “mode”
those channels carry will change from moment to
moment.
FreeDV has shown that we can preserve the
“Sport” of Amateur Radio while doing that.

Put Them Together
●

The next wave of innovative Amateur
transceiver manufacturers will take advantage
of:

1)Software-defined radio.
2)Open Platforms.
3)The end of modes.
●

Each will bring their own ideas to that mix.

So, Where Does AMBE Fit In This?
●

●

●

AMBE and the digital voice systems that use it
become apps. Indeed, all modes become apps.
We're starting to see this with things like DVDongle and AmbeServer DV3000. These are
hardware products with AMBE chips in them.
But they are only hardware products due to
intellectual property considerations. They don't
bring any additional speed to your main CPU.

AMBE Becomes a Competitor
●

●

As an app, AMBE becomes a competitor
among multiple codecs on the platform, some
of which are zero-cost or technically superior, or
both.
On an open digital voice platform, AMBE is
desirable for interoperability, but no longer
essential for operation.

Digital Fragmentation
●

●

●

Digital Fragmentation has already become a
problem for Radio Amateurs.
Each old-line transceiver manufacturer creates its
own digital fiefdom, in which only their own
products can operate.
Although they each say they will allow other
manufacturers to build systems compatible with
theirs, they don't take advantage of that offer
themselves. Otherwise, Yaesu would run D-STAR.

Neutralizing Digital Fragmentation
●

●

●

The only way to deal with this is for the Digital
Voice standard to come from the Amateur
community.
By creating a 100% Open Source system, and
assuming that users will run it as an app on any
platform, we hope to seed that community
effort.
So, can we fit AMBE into this?

Can Hams Use Software AMBE?
●

●

So, we get to a point where it's possible for hams to
use software AMBE as an app, rather than a
hardware AMBE dongle or daughter board, except
for intellectual property considerations.
We have a public specification of AMBE and IMBE,
perhaps incomplete, but enough for developers to
figure out the rest.

●

There is now an Open Source AMBE decoder.

●

The only problem is patents.

Public Specification of IMBE

Part of the IMBE Description

IMBE Description
●

●

●

The authors of the IMBE description seem to
have taken some time to describe it in the most
mathematically intractable way possible,
Implementors are left to figure out how to do it
quickly. Fortunately, that knowledge is more in
the public domain today due to work on open
codecs, DSP, and SDR.
Nobody would really use a 16K point DFT.

Public Specification of How AMBE
Differs from IMBE

One of Many Pages of AMBE VQ
Table

Public IMBE Specification
●

●

As part of specifying P25, APCO required
documentation of the IMBE codec, and required
the availability of paid licensing of the necessary
patents to companies manufacturing P25 systems
on a “Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory Basis”.
It seems that most manufacturers get their
technology from DVSI as hardware or under
license, rather than license the patents and
produce their own version.

Public AMBE Specification
●

●

●

●

When AMBE was included in P25 phase 2, it was
also specified publicly.
These public specifications are still copyrighted and
patents cover the technology.
The standard document is copyrighted with all
rights reserved and you have to pay for each copy,
not like modern open standards.
But you can get a copy and use the information to
implement AMBE, except for the patent problem.

You've Already Paid Once...
●

●

●

The AMBE technology was developed under a
United States Government grant through the
Rome Air Development Center at Griffiths Air
Force Base of the United States Air Force.
You paid for this technology with your taxes.
Now, you have to pay for it a second time if you
would actually like to use it or anything close
enough to be covered by the patents. Or be
sued, or go to jail.
Publicly-funded research should be open!

The Patent Situation
●

●

●

DVSI has lots and lots of patents, and is busily
making more.
They file continuation applications, to encumber
existing technology which was created before the
date of the new application. The date of the
patent that is being continued applies.
This can potentially be used against some of
Rowe's more recent work in Codec2. His thesis
work is safe.

Key Patent on AMBE
●

Patent 8,359,197B2 was filed on April 1, 2003.

●

USPTO tardily granted it on January 22, 2013.

●

●

●

In compliance with legal guarantees, USPTO
granted the patent a 5-year and 51-day
extension.
This patent would expire on May 22, 2028, as
far as I can tell.
Can we invalidate it?

Prior Art
●

●

One of the ways to defeat patents is with prior
art. If you can prove a particular claim within a
patent was not an invention, you can defeat
that claim.
David Rowe's thesis, which provides the
original code for Codec2, was published in
1997. He has prior publications going back to at
least 1992.

Prior Art
●

●

Of course, Rowe's is not the first work on
speech coding, and there is a large body of
prior art which we can draw upon.
However, un-encumbering AMBE would be a
rather large legal project, and it is probably
better for us to concentrate on protecting
Codec2 and other new work instead.

Doctrine of Laches
●

●

●

●

If you have a patent, and you know of an infringement
but you wait for the market to get larger before you
bring suit, that is reason for your lawsuit to be denied.
This is called the Doctrine of Laches.
The usual duration for a Laches case is 5 years,
although Laches cases have been won with as little as
a 1-year delay.
Codec2 “new” work is already several years old.
“Open Source AMBE” is already a year old.

No More Releases
●

●

●

●

The “mbelib” developers created a D-STAR decoder
called “DSD” and published it, with “mbelib”, under the
BSD license.
Another anonymous developer created a proprietary fork
called “DSD+” and declined to share his source code
with the original developers.
The original developers know better now, and will put
their future work under GPL instead of BSD, but they
probably aren't going to do more work that helps DSD+.
Mbelib has remained at release 1.0 for more than a year.

From One of the Developers
●

●

Recently, another closed-source DSD fork has
appeared called DSD Plus. […] It greatly annoys me
that these improvements are locked out and
unavailable to people who want to make further
improvements. It annoys me even more that people
on the forums keep defending the choice of the
DSDPlus author to keep the software closed.
I think the real pain for this developer of “mbelib”
was when he got a public “screw you” from what
was really his user community.

Still
●

The public AMBE specification and the working,
although imperfect, Open Source decoder
demonstrate that we could provide software
AMBE were it not for the patent situation.

So
●

●

●

IMBE patents are older and there may be hope
for P25 users to have an uncontended open
IMBE in a reasonable time.
If we want AMBE to be open, we need to mount
a significant legal project.
Otherwise, we can expect that any compatibility
with D-STAR and Yaesu System Fusion will be
based on a dongle or licensed code.

Amateur AMBE User Statistics
●

●

●

●

33K D-STAR users have registered with an iGate.
Of those, 3K are active in any one month (DSTARUsers.org).
There could be active users not in reach of an
iGate.
Many more hams have D-STAR capability and do
not use it.
P25 and Yaesu System Fusion figures are too
small to matter, so far.

Economics
●

●

33,000 total users, of which 3,000 are active in a
month, do not constitute an economically
desirable legacy user community for a business.
Future systems where Codec2 is available and
AMBE is potentially an extra-cost option, will
have more desirable features (such as running
installable apps and having a sophisticated GUI),
and can generate a larger sales base than that
which exists for AMBE in Amateur Radio today.

Supporting AMBE
●

●

Short runs of AMBE hardware daughter boards,
such as the AMBEServer DV3000 card at about
$100 per unit, can support the legacy user
market without significant investment behind
them.
Conceivably, there could be a community
project to invalidate a sufficient number of
DVSI's patent claims. But I think I personally
will put my energy elsewhere.

Summary
●

●

●

We always knew that intellectual property was the problem.
I thought, when I started my research, that it might stop
being a problem while AMBE was still useful and that
interoperability would be cheap and simple. Given a date in
2028, this does not seem to be the case. It is probably the
case regarding IMBE and APCO P25 Phase 1.
I don't think anyone with any sense will include
encumbered technology in ham equipment where it is
necessary for interoperability again. But then, I thought this
before Yaesu did it.

Contact The Speaker
●

Bruce Perens K6BP

●

bruce@perens.com

